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Buses
Andrew P.
About half of Oak Hill students regularly ride the buses to school. This year, like the one before,
was met with bus rules that changed to meet COVID-19 safety measures. The COVID-19 safety
measures, though, aren?t the only safety protocols on the buses. Buses must also be safe in other
ways in the case of events like a crash.
COVID-19 continues to affect the buses. Due to recent changes, students are no longer required to
wear a mask on the bus and the windows don't need be open. Technically, students on the buses
continue to have assigned seats, however, a large amount don?t sit in them.
Every year Oak Hill does bus safety training. ?I would love to have students involved in bus safety
training,? said Ms. Healy, assistant principal at Oak Hill.
?In the future I hope to have 7th and 8th graders help
with reviewing bus expectations for all students.? Buses
have a strategy called compartmentalization, which
makes them safer. When used, passengers who are not
wearing seat belts will most likely be safe even in a
crash, though wearing a seat belt is safer. Because of
this, it is legal for school buses in Massachusetts not to
have seat belts, though localized laws make them
mandatory in Newton and many parts of the state.
All of Oak Hill?s buses are different. Some are at capacity
and others are not filled. Different buses also have their
own challenges. ?There are times when certain buses have presented unique challenges but
thankfully we have students that report any unsafe behavior, cameras on each bus and amazing
drivers that do bus reports when we need to look into things,? said Ms. Healy. If a student is found
to be violating the bus policy they will be fined and will have to stop. Students who want to ride
home with a friend do not need a pass. Even if all the buses are different and COVID-19 has
changed them, they do remain the same transportation that 400,000 Massachusetts students rely
upon.

Oak Hill?s Winter Performance
Kieran M. and Alexander H.

Oak Hill?s Winter Performance this year was a very well choreographed production put on by
students in grades 6, 7, and 8 who participate in band and chorus. ?It's good, I liked doing it. It was
fun, and a new experience for me because my fifth grade musical was canceled because of COVID,?
said a student who participated in the event. ?I think everybody was prepared, but some people
were nervous, but I can't really speak for others,? said another participating student.
Some of the pieces heard at the performance included ?The Tempest,? performed by the band on a
variety of instruments, such as flutes, trumpets, trombones, clarinets, and various types of
percussion. The piece was conducted by Ms. Bouix. ?We practiced for two months for ?The
Tempest,?? said Harry Z., a sixth grade clarinetist. The band also performed another piece, titled
?Simple Gifts,? that was composed by Joseph Bracket. Oak Hill?s Choir performed many classic
holiday songs, including ?Sleigh Ride? and Mariah Carey?s ?All I Want for Christmas Is You,?
conducted by Mr. Cutler.
COVID protocols at the time required the performance to be recorded, in spite of that, it was
entertaining.

Back to School with Omicron
Theo Y.
When we started the school year last September, things were looking up. The Newton vaccination
rate was high, cases were on the decline, and things were starting to seem a little more normal.
That all changed on November 26, 2021, when the World Health Organization (WHO) named the
COVID-19 variant Omicron a variant of concern. ?We?re going to see, as you all have been hearing, a
continued rise in cases,? said U.S. President Joe Biden on January 4, 2022. ?Omicron is a very
transmissible variant but much different than anything we?ve seen before.?
At the time Newton experienced more COVID cases than ever before. On January 6, 2022, there
were 248 confirmed cases in Newton. Throughout this new surge, the CDC continued to urge
more people to get vaccinated. ?COVID-19 vaccines are effective
at keeping you from getting COVID-19, especially severe illness
and death. Vaccines are safe, effective, and free!? the CDC
posted on their website.
Coming back from December winter break, we saw many more
cases in the Newton Public Schools. ?We know this will inevitably
be a challenging week, particularly around staffing,? said
superintendent David Fleishman in a letter to the district on
January 2, 2022. ?Our building administrators have done an
excellent job navigating staffing issues throughout the course of
the year and are prepared to address a range of scenarios that
may occur in the next couple of weeks.?
Oak Hill has continued to make protective measures against
COVID a priority. ?One of [our] primary goals is always a focus
on health and safety and during the coming next several weeks,
there are many efforts underway to keep our students and
adults safe,? said principal Dr. Harutunian in a January letter to the Oak Hill Community.
The surge in Omicron cases resulted in some new protocols for COVID safety at Oak Hill. On
January 2, 2022, the administration announced that no student spectators were allowed to attend
basketball games, and each player was allowed a maximum of two spectators only for home
games. Students at Oak Hill were also encouraged to eat their lunches within 10 minutes of lunch
time when seated inside, and then proceed to Laps at Lunch outside. These measures have since
been lifted. The letter continued to describe the Laps at Lunch routine. We have seen a very high
level of participation in laps across all three grades and we aim to keep this positive social routine
up through the winter,? said Dr. Harutunian in the letter. In fact, with the lifting of restrictions, Laps
at Lunch has remained and many students continue to take advantage of this mid day activity.

Asian American Affinity Group
Brian C. and Tony W.
Two years ago, the pandemic was hitting hard with the ever dangerous COVID-19 pandemic whose
origin was from Asia. This was terrible for the entire world, but while deaths increased, so did
racism towards Asians. In response, Ms. Hong and Sra. Sheen decided to create the Asian
American Affinity Group. The group is a place for people who are Asian to interact with other
people of the same ethnicity and discuss Asian heritage through fun activities in which people help
each other. The group has talked about events such as the election of Boston Mayor Michelle Wu
and holidays such as Diwali. The group meets every other Day 3 in Sra. Sheen?s room down in the
modulars.
Students enjoy participating in activities and engaging in
learning about each other ?s identities. Teacher Advisor Ms.
Hong shared ?We have looked at Asian American
representation in our government, we have done team
building activities to get to know each other, we have
started discussing our identities as Asian Americans, we?ve
played trivia, games, and even some games that originated
in
Asia such as mancala and Chinese checkers. She continues,
the affinity group is also a place for people who are Asian to
feel comfortable with their identity, and for other people to
be aware of Asian culture and identity. It is also a place
where people can talk about how they identify. It
encourages all students who identify as Asian to be proud of
their background/ethnicity/culture, and I want others to be more aware of our unique experiences
living as Asian Americans.?
Members of the group feel included, and heard. According to
Sra. Sheen, the other faculty advisor, ?Ms. Hong and I plan
activities based on what the students told us at the beginning
of the year what matters to them. The number one thing they
told us was that they wanted to get to to know each other, so
we played a lot of games together. We have also done some
activities around educating ourselves about prominent Asian
Americans and Asian American history.?

The students are listened to and they enjoy this. ?I like that
because it?s both about being in the Asian community, but it?s
not just that we hang around, it?s a safe space for us. We have
activities that we like to engage in and we get to learn more about events that have to do with our
community like important Asian people, hate crimes, etc.,? Shinwon C. says. The group's goal to
make the students feel comfortable about their identity, interact with other students of the same
ethnicity, and feel connected to their peers appears to have succeeded.

Step Stools
Aleeza A. and Emily H.
To those sixth and seventh graders reading this, do
you have a memory of receiving a painted step stool
in kindergarten? Well, that might come from eighth
graders?tradition of building and painting step stools
for Newton Kindergarteners in Technology and
Engineering. At the beginning of each term, each
student in the eighth grade Tech class is assigned a
kindergarten student from the elementary school
chosen that term. This year, both kindergartners and
first graders from Bowen, Memorial Spaulding, and
Zervas received step stools because the first graders
didn?t get theirs last year due to COVID-19.

Once students find out which child they are assigned
and their interests, they sketch out the design on
paper. Next, they build the step stool itself, doing everything from cutting the wood to gluing and
nailing it together. The final step of making the step stool is painting the base coat and the designs
on top of it. Many say the most enjoyable part of the process was when they delivered the step
stools to the children. During some terms, after visiting the elementary school students, they went
on a second field trip. One term, the eighth graders went to Plymouth Patuxet, and there is a trip
planned to Boston Duck Tours for the current term.
Eighth graders said they found the experience fun and enjoyed the process. Many also stated it
was a bit stressful because of the time constraint. ?I
was a bit nervous about the kid not liking [the step
stool], or it coming out wrong and being unfinished,?
said one eighth grader. Mr. Bueno also shared how the
activity started around 12 years ago, when he was
teaching in a school in Melrose, Massachusetts. During
his first year after the 8th graders in that school
finished their step stools he was asked if he finished
grading them. Some students proceeded to smash
them into pieces. Mr. Bueno thought this was a waste,
and decided to give the step stools made by 8th
graders, who are about to go to high school, to
kindergarteners, the youngest in schools. He decided
to carry on the tradition when he arrived in Newton.
Now it has become a time honored tradition for the
eighth grade and the elementery youngsters.

Oak Hill Gives Back
The Food Drive
Harry Z.
This year 's food drive collected a large variety of foods and other necessities for the Newton
Center Food Pantry (NCFP). In total, 2,000 items were collected, the most Oak Hill had ever
gathered. The total amount of items collected was so large, it completely filled up seventh and
eighth-grade science teacher Ms. Srinivasan?s side room. All of the items were delivered by 4 trucks
to the . NCFP was very thankful for Oak Hill's generosity. The food pantry was experiencing high
demand due to rising prices in food and gas. Upon their arrival, It took six 8th graders and four
adults 45 minutes to unload all four trucks.

Coat Drive
Adie K. and Ariel L.
So far this school year Oak Hill has organized not only one, but two drives. Earlier this year before
winter break, Oak Hill held the annual food drive. More
recently, a coat drive was held to benefit children in need of
warm winter coats. Both drives had advisories and classes
compete head to head for a prize of an ice cream party or a
homework free week.
At the beginning of January, the coat drive began. In total, 350
coats were collected - averaging 4 to 5 coats per advisory that
participated, which was approximately 80%. All of the coats
were donated to the charity Coats for Kids which is hosted in
over 50 schools in just Massachusetts alone.
Coats for Kids is a local charity that has run for many years.
Once the coats are donated, they are cleaned for free through
Anton?s Cleaners and distributed to families through the Coats
for Kids & Families Distribution Partners network. Once collected at Oak Hill, the coats were driven
directly to Anton's to be cleaned. Donating coats is very important during wintertime, and many
families aren?t able to purchase quality winter coats. The students involved with the coat drive
claimed that ?doing this coat drive not only raises awareness on this subject, but aids those in
need.?
The coat drive at Oak Hill started about 5 years ago when 6th grade teacher Mr. McGraw came up
with the idea to hold a coat drive, and every year except for last year the school has hosted one.
They chose to use Coats for Kids because it works with many reputable companies, making it
trustworthy. ?Winter here is very rough," said Oak Hill Principal Dr. Harutunian on his reasons for
holding the drive. 8th grade student leaders Marley C, Cora N-H, Neta S, Sofia K and Meriem S-L
who felt the same were instrumental to the drive's success.

Editorial - Oak Hill, We Need To Do Better!

Victor L.
Oak Hill Middle School, we spend 5 days of the week here. It is where we learn, eat lunch, and hang
out with friends. We also are very fortunate to have a supportive environment and a great
custodial team. But as great as this is, unfortunately there are others who don't respect the
property or the staff who work here. Think about it, you need to go to the bathroom and the sight
is a bit unpleasant. You want to use the restroom, but there are splashes of water on the ground
around you and other poor conditions. This may sound bad, disgusting even, because it is. Yet it?s
the unfortunate reality of this situation. Floods sometimes happen as well, but some students
intentionally flood the bathrooms for fun. Paper lies astray on the floor, which just shows that the
person doing this is being lazy or it shows that they don?t care enough about making the area
better or cleaner for others. It is fairly basic to pick up after yourself and put it into the trash. It is
absurd and completely irresponsible not to. It makes going to the restroom uncomfortable and
miserable for the next user and shows disregard for the school, the immediate environment, or
other students.
Our lunch periods also have issues. During the lunch period you should be eating, talking to
friends, and overall, relaxing, which many people do without issue - and they don?t make a mess.
But when people start playing with their food it gets dirty, from throwing fruits to leaving bits
around and playing with condiments. Before indoor lunches started, there was food all over the
front driveway. Apples and other fruits being thrown and unwanted food being purposefully
played with. Even now during Laps at Lunch you can occasionally see trash and there are even
things such as milk cartons and juice packets outside. Inside the cafeteria there is still food on the
floor and random bits of paper on tables, and unwanted foods strewn about. In the hallways,
paper, pencils, and other things lie there to be cleaned up by our hardworking janitors. This is
embarrassing. Even though not everyone is an offender in these things, and there are people who
care, this affects all of us. It is so important to not take for granted what our staff does, and the fact
that we have this school. It is shameful that we do not respect our environment and those who
work towards a cleaner, healthier school.
So in the end, Oak Hill, we cannot continue doing these things, making messes in the bathrooms,
and throwing around food. We need to take care of ourselves, others, and t h e en vir on m en t .
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Apr il 15 - Good Friday
(No School)
Apr il 18 - Spring Break
Begins
M ay 30 - Memorial Day
(No School
Ju n e 20 - Juneteenth (No
School)
Ju n e 22 - Last Day of
School (No Snow Days)
Ju n e 29 - Last Day of
School (5 Snow Days)

